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Abstract - This paper proposes two intelligent agents for learning object automated sequencing using heuristic and local search. In e-learning initiatives, sequencing problem concerns arranging a particular set of learning units in a suitable succession for a particular learner. Sequencing is usually performed by instructors, who create general and ordered series rather than learner personalized sequences. E-learning standards are promoted in order to ensure interoperability. Competencies are used to define relations between learning objects within a sequence, so that the sequencing problem turns into a permutation problem and AI techniques can be used to solve it. Heuristic and Local Search are two of such techniques. An implementation of the A* algorithm and Hill Climbing algorithm, for learning object sequencing, are presented and their performance in a real scenario is discussed.
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1 Introduction

Bušilovski [1] envisages Web-based adaptive courses and systems as being able to achieve some important features including the ability to substitute teachers and other students support, and the ability to adapt (and so be used in) to different environments by different users (learners). These systems may use a wide variety of techniques and methods. Among them, curriculum sequencing technology “is to provide the students with the most suitable individually planned sequence of knowledge units to learn and sequence the learning tasks … to work with”. These methods derive from adaptive hypermedia field [2] and rely on complex conceptual models, usually driven by sequencing rules [3][4]. E-learning traditional approaches and paradigms, that promote reusability and interoperability, are generally ignored, thus resulting in (adaptive) proprietary systems (such as AHA! [5]) and non-portable courseware.

In this paper an innovative sequencing technique is proposed. E-learning standards and learning object paradigm are used in order to promote and ensure interoperability. Sequences of learning units are defined in terms of competencies in such a way that sequencing problem can be modeled like a classical Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). Heuristic and Local Search are used to find a suitable sequence within the solution space satisfying all the constraints. In Section II, the problem model for competency-based learning object sequencing is presented. Section III describes the heuristic search using the A* algorithm for solving the problem. Section IV describes the local search using Hill Climbing Algorithm. Section V presents the results obtained from implementing and testing the intelligent algorithm in simulated tests and in a real world situation (course sequencing in an online Master in Engineering program). Section VI presents related work. And finally Section VII depicts conclusions and future research lines.

2 Learning objects and sequencing

Within e-learning, the learning object paradigm drives almost all initiatives. This paradigm encourages the creation of small reusable learning units called Learning Objects (LOs). These LOs are then assembled and/or aggregated in order to create greater units of instruction (lessons, courses, etc.) [6].

LOs must be arranged in a suitable sequence previously to its delivery to learners. Currently, sequencing is performed by instructors who do not create a personalized sequence for each learner, but instead create generic courses, targeting generic learner profiles. These sequences are then coded using a standard specification to ensure interoperability. Most commonly used specification is SCORM [7]. Courseware that conforms SCORM’s Content Aggregation Model [8] is virtually portable between a wide variety of Learning Management Systems (LMSs). Though, SCORM usage hinders the automatic LO sequencing due to its system-centered vision. Other metadata-driven approaches offer better possibilities. Just LO metadata will enable automatic sequencing process to be performed. And the appropriate combination of metadata and competencies will enable adaptive and automatic content sequencing.

2.1 Competencies for interoperable Learning Object Sequencing

 Competencies can be formally described as “multidimensional, comprised of knowledge, skills and psychological factors that are brought together in complex behavioral responses to environmental cues” [9]. Some e-
learning trends are trying to standardize competency definitions so that they could be interchanged and processed by machines. It is worth quoting the following specifications:

- IMS “Reusable Definition of Competency or Educational Objective” (RDCEO) specification [10],
- and HR-XML Consortium “Competencies (Measurable Characteristics) Recommendation” [12].

According to RDCEO and IEEE nomenclature, a competency record is called ‘Reusable Competency Definition’ (RCD). RCDs can be attached to LOs in order to define their prerequisites and their learning outcomes. We have used this approach to model LO sequences. By defining a competency (or a set of competencies) as a LO outcome, and by defining the same competency as the prerequisite for another LO (figure 1), a constraint between the two LOs is established so that the first one must precede the second LO in a valid sequence.

![Figure 1. LO sequencing through competencies](image)

Metadata (MD) definitions are attached to LOs, and within those definitions references to competencies (prerequisites and learning outcomes) are included. LOM (Learning Object Metadata) [13] records have been used for specifying LO metadata. LOM element 9, ‘Classification’, is used to include competency references as recommended in [14][15]. So, LOM element 9.1, ‘Purpose’, is set to ‘prerequisite’ or ‘educational objective’ from among the permitted vocabulary for this element; and LOM element 9.2 ‘Taxon Path’, including its sub-elements, is used to reference the competency (note that more than one Classification element can be included in one single LO in order to specify more than one prerequisite and/or learning outcome).

Simple metadata (i.e. LOM records) is enough to model LOs’ sequences in a similar way. So, why use competencies? Competency usage is encouraged, besides its usefulness for modeling prerequisites and learning outcomes, because competencies are also useful for modeling user current knowledge and learning initiatives’ expected outcomes (future learner knowledge). We are proposing a wider framework (see Section VII) in which learner (user) modeling is done in terms of competencies, and these competencies are also used to define the expected learning outcomes from a learning program.

2.2 Problem of Learning Objects Sequencing

Given a random LOs’ sequence modeled as described above, the question of finding a correct sequence can be envisaged as a classical artificial intelligent Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). In this manner, the solution space comprises all possible sequences (n! will be its size, total number of states, for n LOs), and a (feasible) solution is a sequence that satisfies all established constraints. LO permutations inside the sequence are the operations that define transitions between states. So we face a permutation problem, which is a special kind of CSP.

2.2.1 Fitness Function

It is critical to choose a function that accurately represents the goodness of a solution. The following function is suggested:

\[
\text{fitness}(s) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} s[i].pr_n
\]

(1)

Where s is the LO sequence, n is the number of LOs in s, \(s[i]\) is the i-th LO in the sequence, and \(pr_n\) is the number of prerequisites in a LO not delivered by their predecessors in the sequence. \(pr_n\) is computed using a function that recursively process all outcomes delivered by previous LOs in the sequence, checking for each prerequisite accomplishment. The fitness value of a feasible solution should be zero, so the algorithms try to minimize this function. When a solution fitness function call returns 0, the operation of the algorithm is stopped returning the current state (solution).

2.2.2 Successor generation

Many heuristic and non-heuristic algorithms need to generate successor states from current state to work. A possible way to do this is to swap each LO in the sequence with every other position in the sequence (Figure 2).

The first LO is then permuted with the second LO, with the third one, etc., and finally with the last one. Then, the second LO is permuted with the third, with the fourth, etc. Each of these permutations is a successor state. In this way we generate all possible successors, \(n \times (n-1)/2\) states, where \(n\) is the number of LOs' in the sequence.
3 Heuristic Search in Learning Object Sequencing

This section describes the proposed of heuristic search to solve the learning object sequencing problem. Heuristic search algorithms use an estimate cost of the solution to guide their search, this implies the existence of an evaluation function that should measure the estimated distance to the solution \( \text{fitness}(n) \). This evaluation function is used to guide the process, selecting the most promising state to explore. A \( A^* \) is the heuristic search algorithm used. Its evaluation function has the form: \( \text{fitness}(n) = g'(n) + h'(n) \). This evaluation function has two components:
- \( h' \) (heuristic) is an estimated value of cost to arrive to the objective.
- \( g' \) is the real cost. Minimal cost between initial state and current state.

This algorithm also uses two lists of nodes: the first store the opened nodes that are generated from the exploration of the nodes, the second list store the visited nodes. The second list prevents exploration of nodes that have already been visited.

The Figure 3 shows the pseudo-code of \( A^* \) algorithm for learning object sequencing.

```c
openList. insert (initial_state)
current=OpenList.first()
while no is_solution?(current) and no OpenList.empty?()
  Do
    OpenList.delete_first()
    CloseList.insert(current)
    successors=generate_successors(current)
    successors=delete_repeated(successors, CloseList, OpenList)
    OpenList.insert(successors)
  current=OpenList.first()
EndWhile
```

The search will finish when a solution is found or when the algorithm has explored all possible states and has not found a solution.

4 Local Search in Learning Object Sequencing

The local search is performed from an initial solution that is subsequently improved. In this case we propose the use of Hill Climb algorithm for the learning object sequencing. This algorithm selects the best state of those that entail any heuristic improvement over the current state. This algorithm has several problems which must be considered:
- Local Maxima: No successor improves the current state.
- Plateau: Set of nodes that have the same fitness than current state.

To solve the local maxima problem, "random restart" is used. With this if a local maximum is found, the algorithm is restarted with a new random sequence and it continues the exploration. To avoid the plateau problem happens, it is proposed to "climb" always to a state that improves the current state, avoiding explore states that have the same fitness.

Next figure (Figure 4) shows the pseudo-code of the Hill Climbing algorithm with random restart.

```c
current initial state
While no is_solution?(current) and no maxReset Do
  successors=generate_successors(current)
  current=best option(successors)
  if no best option
    current=random_reset()
EndWhile
```

This algorithm will finish their search when it has found a solution, or has been restarted a predefined number of times.

5 Results

The \( A^* \) and Hill Climbing algorithms for LOs sequencing described above were implemented using Microsoft Visual Studio C#. Different tests were conducted to evaluate algorithms’ performance. Simulated test cases with 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75 and 100 LOs with just one feasible solution were designed. Each algorithm was ran 100 times for each test case and mean values were computed (figure 5).

Looking the statistics we can not determine that there is a large difference in performance in both algorithms (the two graphics are overlapping) because the number of calls to fitness function for the same number of learning objects is similar in both algorithms.
Their performance has also been tested in a real scenario. A problem concerning course sequencing for a Master in Engineering (M.Eng.) program (figure 6) in our institution was chosen for testing. The (web engineering) M.Eng. program comprises 23 courses (subjects) grouped in:

- Basic courses (7) that must be taken before any other (course). There may be restrictions between two basic courses, for example 'HTML' course must precede Javascript course,
- 'Itinerary' courses (5) that must be taken in a fixed ordered sequence.
- Compulsory courses (5). There may be restrictions between two compulsory courses.
- Elective courses (6). Additional constraints regarding any other course may be set.

All courses have a (expected) learning time that range from 30 to 50 hours. They are delivered online using a LMS and they have their metadata records. Competency records were created to specify LOs' restrictions, and LOs' metadata records were updated to reflect prerequisite and learning outcome competencies as detailed in Section II. A feasible sequence must have 23 LOs satisfying all constraints. The graph showing all LOs and constraints is very complex, and so it is to calculate the exact number of feasible solutions. Just estimations have been used. We have estimated that the relation between feasible solutions and total solutions order is 

\[ 8,9 \times 10^{12} \] . This number reflects the number of states (non-feasible solutions) for each feasible solution.

![Figure 5. Statistics of A* and Hill Climbing](image)

Once the problem is represented, each algorithm was run 100 times with this sequence to obtain statistics to compare the performance in both algorithms (Figure 7).

Looking these results we can determine that the Hill Climbing algorithm is better adapted to this specific problem because it converges soonest.

6 Related Work

There are some works related to this paper, especially in the field of curriculum sequencing [16], which provide different methods of representation of learning object sequencing:

- UML based sequencing: there are adaptations of UML to model hypermedia systems and educational hypermedia systems with two principal systems: UML-Guide y CADMOS-D. The first proposes to use state diagrams to model the navigational structure that the users must follow, and the second proposes a model based in a UML-profile which extends the basic elements of UML.
- Graphs bases sequencing: graphs are used to define LO sequences. The two most relevant approaches are AHAI and sequencing graphs [17].
- Stochastic sequencing: proposes an approach that includes a balance of probabilities to define the sequence of activities.
- Competency-based sequencing: these systems create the sequences bases on the skills or knowledge required and provided the realization of a particular learning object. In this category would be this paper.

Others works are closely related to this paper, one of them proposes an algorithm PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) for the learning object sequencing [18] and other shows the comparison between the PSO algorithm, mentioned above, and an algorithm AG (algorithm genetic) [19].
7 Conclusions and Future Work

The purpose of the study was to design, develop and test two agents that perform automatic LO sequencing through competencies. The algorithms A* and Hill Climbing have been extended to LO sequencing problem. Results show that: (1) both algorithms solve the problem, but (2) Hill Climbing performs better.

Further implications arise from the model proposal (Section II): (1) E-learning standards are promoted. XML records and bindings are used, so elements will be easily interchanged and processed by compliant systems. (2) Instructor's role is automated, with reduced costs. Sequencing process works even in complex scenarios where humans face difficulties. And (3), the model can be extended to an automated intelligent system for building personalized e-learning experiences. But this third implication is more appertained to future work. This model has been envisaged and is depicted in figure 8. Sequencing process can be complemented with gap analysis process and competency learner modeling techniques to build personalized courses. This courses could also be SCORM [7] compliant, so they could be imported to current LMSs.
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